Introduction and Motivation
In a Nature article Cedewall et al. [1] found near equally spaced yrast I=2 + , 4 + and 6 + states of 92 Pd i.e. a vibrational spectrum.The B(E2)'s were not measured and at present are not know. There is an accompanying article with theoretical support [2] where in part BE(2)'s were calculatedand the importance of odd spin T=0 pairing was proposed tto expain the results. In a recent work [3] we lent theoretical support for this picture by noting that in the vibrational model the static quadrupole moment of the 2 + should be very small if not zero. Large shell model calculations supported this. The interactions used were June-45 [4] and jj4b [5] .In this work we wil take a hard look at whether the effects of T=0 pairing can really be seen. We invoke a severe model previously used in the f-p shell of comparing results with all the 2 body matrix elements present with those where all the T=0 two-body matrix elements are set equal to zero [6] . Undoubtedly there will be differences with these 2 calculations but will we be able to say anything definitive about T=0 pairing?
Results
We present results in Table 1 of calculations with the Antoine program [4] using the June-45 interaction [5] in table 1 .(resultswith with jj4 [6] are similar). In the second column we present the calculated energies of the even I states up to I=14 + .This is followed by static quadrupole moments and B(E2)'s. We then present results in the 3rd column for what we call T0Jun45. Here we have the same T=1 two-body matrix elements as June-45 but we set the T=0 two-body matrix elements to zero. We then notice that th energies in the 3rd column seem roughly shifted for those of the full calculation . So we create a 4'th column where we subtract a constant from all J's in the 3rd columns so that the energy of the lowest 2 + state is the same as for the full interaction result. Lastly we show the experimental results of Cederwall et al [1] .
We note that the near "equal spacing " that was found experimetally up to J=6 + , extends much further in the shell model calculation.Foe example at J=14 + the calculates energy 5.336 MeV should be compared with 7* E(2)= 5.881 MeV.Not perfect but close.
We next consider the downshifted results. We subtract 1.2924-.8402=0.4522 MeV from the T0June-45 results. Note of course that the energies of the lowest 2 + states are the same for the full and shifted calculatons.The energy of the 14 + states -full and shifted are respectively 5.3359 and 5.91 MeV. These are not exactly the same but it seems to us one cannot , with a slam dunk say that one has strong evidence of T=0 pairing from this alone. There is however one problem with T0June-45-the energies E(6) and E(8) are too close as compared with June-45. The equal spacing is broken.
We quickly look at the static quadrupole moments. We next look at the B(E2)'s. In the strict vibrational model the B(E2) from a as state with total angular momentum J to a state (J-2) is proportional to J i.e. to the number of vibrational quanta. This is not realized in the calculation and has been commented before in ref [2] and ref [3] . In the rotational limit the B(E2)'s reach an asymptotic limit bout in the shell model atsome point they decrease with increasing J.
For 2 → 0 and 4 → 2 the B(E2) 's with the full interaction are sustantially larger than with T0June-45. The enhancement is due to the T=0 matrix elements in the two-body interaction. But can we use this as evidence? The problem is that there is a large uncertainty in what the effective charges one should used in shell model calculations. One can therefor mask the enhncement by choosing different effective charges .
But then if we look at 6 + → 4 + and 8 + → 6 + we see big differences. The B(E2)'s for the full cases are 364.14 and 315.074 e 2 fm 4 respectively while with T0June4-5 they are much smaller-5.017 and 2.741 e 2 fm 4 . Perhaps then strong B(E2)'s for 6 + → 4 = and 8 + → 6 + are good evidence of the importance of T=0 matrix elements and of partial J max pairing.There is however the possibiliythat there excited 6 + and 8 + states that fit in better into the vibrational sequence.
A brief comparison with
48 Cr.
In the calculaitons we have performed both 92 Pd and 48 Cr are treated a s 8 hole systems with equal numbers of neutrons and protons. For 48 Cr we are at mid-shell in the single j model so that we can also regard this nucleus as consisiting of 8 particles. Although in the single j space the static quadrupole moment of the 2 + comes out to be zero ,in a full fp sapce calculation we find a value of -35.4 e fm 2 -quite prolate.This is in contrast to the non-midshell nucleus 92 Pd where Q(2 + ) is calculated to be -3.5. It has been noted [8] that at mid-shell we have as a good quantum number the quantitiy sig= (-1) s where s =(v p + v n )/2 where v p is the seniority of the protons andv n is the seniority of the neutrons. Another point, which has not een mentioned before is that for the yrast even states i.e. J=0,2,4..16 we get an alteration of sig. That is to say sig=+ for J=0,sig=-for J=2, plus again for J=4, minus for J=6 e.t.c. Evidently to get a strong B(E2) you have to have a trnasiton between two states of the opposite sig.
Closing remark
We here note that although it easy to see theortically that the inclusion of odd J pairing changes things relative to it's omission it is not so easy ,by examinng limited data to say that one has evidence of odd J pairing. 
